This presentation covers the basic elements of the Gen‐Z protocol.
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Gen‐Z specifies five basic protocol packet formats: Link‐local, P2P‐Core, P2P‐Coherency,
P2P‐Vendor‐defined, and Explicit.
Link‐local packets are used to manage the link. These are small, fixed‐sized packets.
P2P‐Core packets are optimized to connect a processor with memory in a point‐to‐point
daisy‐chained topology.
P2P‐Coherency packets are optimized to attach coherent components, e.g., a processor
and an accelerator in point‐to‐point or mesh topologies.
P2P‐Vendor‐defined packets are optimized to carry a vendor‐specific protocol in a point‐to‐
point or mesh topology.
Explicit OpClass packets are optimized for use in point‐to‐point and switch‐based
topologies at any scale.
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Link‐local packets are fixed‐sized. With the exception of Link Idle, all link‐local packets are
128b in length. The packet is protected by two CRCs– the PCRC protects the length and
OpCode, and the ECRC protects the entire packet sans the ECRC field.
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P2P‐Core packets vary in length based on the presence of payload data or OpCode‐specific
fields. The Tag field within request packets is encoded to identify the component (if in a
daisy‐chain topology) and the logical bank. The length field indicate the length; actual
length is LEN * 4B. The Address field represents a byte offset within the identified logical
bank.
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P2P‐Coherency packets contain a VC field. This is required to prevent protocol deadlocks
and to enable differentiated traffic. Unlike P2P‐Core, the Tag field is not encoded since
coherency operations do not target logical banks. Similarly, the Address field is not
associated with a logical bank; it can address up to 64b of addressable resources.
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Explicit OpClass packets contain additional fields. These include component identifiers,
OpClass labels to identify the specific explicit OpClass, Access Keys to validate whether a
packet can communicate across a given interface, a Congestion field to communicate
congestion and packet deadline values, a forward progress field (FPS) to indicate if a
request packet was previously rejected due to a lack of resources required to execute the
request, etc. The packet also includes at least 3 1‐bit fields that indicate whether a multi‐
subnet header is present, whether the Next Header field is present, and whether an
application wants performance records to be generated as the packet traverses the
topology.
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Interpretation of the Address field within a packet depends upon the OpClass.
• For P2P‐Core, the Address field represents an offset within the indicated logical bank.
The Address represent an integer 16‐byte multiple, i.e., the lower 4 bits of the address
are implicit and treated as 0000b.
• For P2P‐Coherency, the Address field represents a component‐wide address with byte‐
address granularity.
• Explicit OpClass packets support two Address field sizes depending upon the targeted
address space. If the request packet is a non‐Control OpClass packet, then it targets the
component‐wide Data Space with byte‐address granularity. If the request packet is a
Control OpClass packet, then it targets the component‐wide Control Space with byte‐
address granularity.
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With the exception of P2P‐Core, all Tags are opaque, un‐encoded handles used to correlate
request packets with response packets. Tags are managed solely by the Requester.
P2P‐Core uses a single, encoded 13‐bit Tag space per component interface. The Tag is
encoded to identify the component (if in a daisy‐chain) and the logical bank. For example,
if a point‐to‐point topology and the memory component supports 128 logical banks, then
the Requester may schedule up to 64 outstanding request packets per logical bank per
component interface.
P2P‐Coherency uses a single un‐encoded 11‐bit Tag space per component interface, i.e., up
to 2048 outstanding request packets per component interface.
Explicit OpClass packets uses a single un‐encoded 12‐bit Tag space per source / destination
component pair. This enables up to 4096 outstanding request packets per communicating
peer component.
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The GC field is present in all Explicit OpClass packets. If GC == 1b, then this indicates an
optional 4‐byte field is present as illustrated. If a unicast packet, then this 4‐byte field
contains the source and destination component subnet identifiers (SID). If a multicast
packet, then the SSID contains the subnet identifier of the source component, and, instead
of a DSID, the field is interpreted as the Global Multicast Prefix.
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The NH field is present in all explicit OpClass packets. If NH == 1b, then this indicates an
additional 16‐byte Next Header field is present as illustrated. The Next Header field is used
to transport packet authentication fields (HMAC and ART) or a precision timestamp.
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The RK field is present in some explicit OpClass request packets. If RK == 1b, then it
indicates an additional 32‐bit R‐Key field is present as illustrated. The R‐Key field is used to
validate access permission to the addressed resource.
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The LP field is present in some explicit OpClass packets. If LP == 1b, then this indicates the
LPD (Logical PCI Device) field is present. The LPD field contains sub‐fields used to
communicate PCI / PCIe‐specific information.
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This concludes this presentation. Thank you.
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